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forms – vine, ground cover, or ashrublike. It is dangerous year round. And as
we age we seem to be less resistant.
Some features to remember: always has
leaves of 3, it grows left then right, never
has thorns, leaf edges are smooth (not
jagged or scalloped), and young leaves
start wine to green before becoming all
green, then turn back to wine colored in
the fall.

Hydrangea quercifolia 'Snowflake'

President’s Message

Summer is here! It arrived early and has
stayed with us. That makes it hard on us
who want to be outside and in our gardens. Luckily we have had occasional
rains to help us water. For a while now
we will be early or late day gardeners.
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2015 LCMG Officers
President: Dennis Pinkard,
332-8773

We had a wonderful summer party June
26th, hosted by Ms. Mary Ann Stiles, Ms.
Ann Rundquist, and Dr. Joel Pittard. The
food and drink, with a Fiesta theme, were
outstanding. Numerous folks contributed
to making the party a success, especially
MC McCarthy in preparing the great fajitas. We have begun a tradition of having
two socials per year, summer and Christmas. Please mark your calendars to
save December 4th for our Christmas Party. It is always a favorite among our
members.

Vice-President: Julia Freeman, 740-4423

Notice the two pictures. The top one is
the snowflake hydrangea at the Davis
Arboretum. We measured one of the
panicle blooms at 17 inches! This native
shrub is a favorite because of its long
blooming cycle, fall color, and exfoliating
bark.

Training: Nancie: Gallagher,
412-708-0099

The other, poison ivy, is there as a caution to all of us. It can come in numerous
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Treasurer: Jim Disque, 973886-8693
Membership: Anne Morgan,
205-566-1068
Secretary: Carola Pike, carola.pike1@gmail.com

Toxicodendron radicans /
poison ivy

Advisory Council: Patti
Householder, 332-8044
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Leaf Notes
The Master Gardeners Program educates volunteers
in science-based gardening and landscape practices
and helps them effectively extend research-based
information to the public as Master Gardeners. The
Master Gardener's role is primarily that of “educator.”
There are many different ways our volunteers in Lee
County help the Alabama Extension System (ACES)
expand outreach to the community. We construct
and maintain community demonstration gardens and
help implement community projects. A variety of garden-related programs and workshops are offered to

Summer Fiesta

E-mail: davypeted@gmail.com
Master Gardeners are encouraged
to submit articles, ideas, notices,
etc. to:
Tara Barr, County Extension
Coordinator
Tel 334-3353, Mobile 334-707-5143
E-mail: barrtar@aces.edu

Fiesta Buffett
Desert Table—YUM
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Japanese Beetles in Alabama
ANR-1250, Reprinted March 2005, Shane Harris, County Extension Agent, Tallapoosa County. Approved for distribution in Alabama by Kathy Flanders, Extension Entomologist, Associate Professor, Entomology and Plant Pathology, Auburn University. Originally prepared by Patricia Cobb, Professor Emerita and former Extension Entomologist

.

Japanese beetles were first found in the United States in 1916 in New Jersey. Since then, they have
slowly moved south and spread into the heart of the Southeast. In Alabama, consistent Japanese
beetle populations occur in the northern part of the state and as far south as Tallapoosa and Lee
counties. Isolated incidents of Japanese beetle presence have occurred in other counties as well.
Adult Japanese beetles are 3/8 inch long, metallic green beetles with copper-brown wing covers. Five
tufts of white hairs that project from under the wing covers on each side and a sixth pair at the tip of
the abdomen distinguish them from similar beetles. These tufts of white hairs appear as white spots
when viewed from the top.
Japanese beetles usually begin to emerge from the soil by late May or early June. Flights peak in late
June and early July and taper off by late July.
Adult beetles feed on at least 300 species of plants, including roses, other flowers and ornamentals,
fruit trees, grapes, and even poison ivy. They usually feed in groups and prefer plants that are in the
sun. Beetles feed on the upper surface of leaves, which results in a skeletonized appearance of damaged leaves (Figure 2). Beetles are daytime flyers and feeders.
Sometimes masses or balls of Japanese beetles can be seen on lawns or turf areas. At the center of
each mass is a female beetle; surrounding her are males seeking to mate. Soon after mating, females
lay 1 to 4 eggs every 3 to 4 days. They lay the eggs 2 to 4 inches in the ground. A female beetle produces 40 to 60 eggs during her lifetime.
Eggs hatch in about 2 weeks. The grubs (Figure 3) feed on grass roots, reducing the ability of the
grass to take up water. When drought stress occurs, patches of grub-damaged grass turn brown and
die. Grub-damaged turf can easily be pulled up from the soil or rolled back like a carpet. Skunks, raccoons, armadillos, and birds may dig up the turf to eat the grubs. On warm-season grasses, damage
is often seen when patches don't green-up in the spring. Other white grubs can damage turfgrasses.
Japanese beetle grubs have a distinctive pattern of spines on the underside of the tail end.
In Alabama, newly-hatched grubs are present during the last part of July and the first part of August
in most years. They continue to feed on grass roots through the late summer and fall, overwinter in
the soil as grubs, move up in the spring (about the time spring green-up occurs), and feed a little at
that time. During dry periods, female beetles are attracted to watered lawns to lay eggs. Moist soil is
needed for eggs to hatch and for newly hatched grubs to survive.
Control of Grubs
Two approaches are used in chemical control of white grubs: the preventive method and curative control. With the preventive approach, insecticide is applied before the grub problem develops. Products
containing either imidacloprid or halofenozide (as the active ingredient) work well for preventive control. The granular formulations are applied with a lawn spreader. Optimal timing for preventive control
is any time in June, before egg hatch. Neither preventive insecticide is effective against large grubs
once damage has occurred. The downside to preventive control is that a decision must be made to
treat before the extent of infestation for that year is known. Preventive control is best suited to sites
that have a history of grub infestation or for homeowners seeking "insurance" against grub damage.
With curative control, a short residual insecticide is applied after egg hatch. The best timing is in the
last part of July or early August when grubs are still small. Grubs are much harder to control in late
summer when they are full sized. Granular products containing the active ingredients trichlorfon or
carbaryl are labeled for curative control. Confirm the presence of grubs by digging several samples
with a shovel in areas that previously have been infested or in which Japanese beetle adults have
been active.
Regardless of what insecticide is used, water the turf immediately after treatment to move the residues into the root zone. Use a lawn sprinkler to wet the soil to at least 1/2-inch depth.
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Control of Adult Beetles
Nonchemical
Hand collecting beetles may not be the most effective method of control, but it can be used when
beetles are less numerous. Simply drop the beetles into a solution of soapy water where they will
drown. A hand-held vacuum cleaner can also be used to remove beetles. Beetle presence on plants
tends to attract more beetles making their removal more critical.
Avoid traps to catch beetles. In most home landscapes, using one or more traps may do more harm
than good. Traps attract more beetles into the area, many of which do not make it to the traps.

Chemical
Carbaryl, such as registered formulations of Sevin, can be used by homeowners as well as by commercial applicators. If you use carbaryl for beetles or other insect pests, be sure to check for spider
mites. A mite "explosion" on plants with a few mites often occurs after an initial use of carbaryl.
Other insecticides available for controlling Japanese beetles include acephate, cyfluthrin, imidacloprid, and bifenthrin. Use products according to label directions.
Look for a product containing one of these ingredients. Make sure the particular insecticide is labeled
for the plants you intend to treat.
Use pesticides only according to the directions on the label. Follow all directions, precautions, and
restrictions that are listed. Do not use pesticides on plants that are not listed on the label.
The pesticide rates in this publication are recommended only if they are registered with the Environmental Protection Agency and the Alabama Department of Agriculture and Industries. If a registration
is changed or cancelled, the rate listed here is no longer recommended. Before you apply any pesticide, fungicide or herbicide, check with your county Extension agent for the latest information.
Trade names are used only to give specific information. The Alabama Cooperative Extension System does not endorse or guarantee any product and does not recommend one product instead of
another that might be similar.

Photo and Diagram by M.F. Potter, D.A. Potter, and L.H. Townsend, Extension Entomologists
University of Kentucky College of Agriculture
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Echinacea: The Cure for the Common Garden
The humble coneflower sheds its herbal-remedy rep with new varieties so vivid in color, they’re almost other-earthly
REDHEADED STEPCHILDREN | These are coneflowers? New Echinacea cultivars such as Secret
Lust wrap the cone in extra-punchy petals. PHOTO: TERRA NOVA NURSERIES
By BART ZIEGLER
From the Wall Street Journal

FOR EONS, the flowers of Echinacea purpurea came in one shade, a Pepto Bismol-colored shade
of pink. The simple plants are indigenous to North America, popping up in meadows and prairies
across the country. Native Americans chewed the plant’s roots to ease sore throats; later, pioneers
began brewing a tea that some people still believe fights infections. The flowers have filled cottage
gardens for generations, but they were far from fashionable.
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Now, thanks to the native-plant movement—which emphasizes the benefits of non-imported plants—
combined with a dramatic makeover by flower breeders, Echinacea has become the unlikely darling
of the horticultural world.
Dutch garden designer Piet Oudolf incorporates some of his own Echinacea cultivars into plantings at
New York’s High Line. Elsewhere, the flowers spice up perennial beds and the children’s area at the
New York Botanical Garden. “It’s incredibly remarkable the broad range of shapes and colors breeders have been able to develop in a short period of time,’’ said Kristin Schleiter, NYBG’s associate vice
president of outdoor gardens. The hues, she said, are “yummy, almost tropical-fruit colors.”
Instead of routine pink, gardeners can now choose from a kaleidoscope of colors: fire-engine red, coral, orange, yellow, gold, cream, purple and even green. The shape, too, can be barely recognizable,
ranging from dramatic double blooms that look like chrysanthemums, to pointy petals that arch aerodynamically backward like a badminton shuttlecock.
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Hardy Orchids (Bletilla Hybridizing and Culture by McClure & Zimmerman)

We’ve become so intrigued with these “hardy orchids” that we asked Owen Robinson, Bletilla enthusiast and hybridizer, to give us some insightinto the world of Bletilla hybridizing. Mr. Robinson
has been breeding hardy orchids for about twenty years, but started his work with Bletilla only
about six years ago. He recognized a lack of material and a need for improvement through breeding in this often “overlooked garden subject” and
given their ease of culture, relatively quick turn
around time from sown seed to bloom and the
beauty and diversity of flowers, he decided to
give hybridizing a try

Bletilla are very easy to grow with just a few cultural guidelines Good drainage is always important. Bletilla grows well in most decent garden
soils, but the addition of any light organic matter
and mulching is very beneficial along with a light
fertilizer regimen(¼ strength of any well-balanced
fertilizer).”“Bletilla will go dormant on their own
without cold to rest making them a great subtropic garden subject as well as a wonderful indoor potted plant. When plants grown inside
brown off, simply cut back old growth to the
ground and reduce water and fertilizer. Keep
“Our rarest Bletilla stock came from the mounthem barely moist until new growth emerges
tainous area of the Xichang region of China,
which until recently, was almost inaccessible.
(which can take as little as two months). Slowly
From what I understand, a large shipment of
increase water when growth is well underway
these plants went to a nursery in the northwestand then resume normal watering and feeding. In
ern United States years ago, but the nurseryman
this way Bletilla can bloom a couple times ayear.
there did not wish to undergo the breeding proBletilla will multiply with each growth cycle, douject. We acquired the Bletillas and the work bebling and tripling number of new growth spikes. A
gan.”
gardener can simply repot into larger size pots
“Bletilla breeding has come a long way to offer
after a season or two or divide dormant plants
many new color choices simply by selecting out
best plant forms and through hybrid work devel- and repot.
oping not only better looking, stronger plants but
extending the flowering period from just spring
and early summer to the whole garden season.
All breeding work is done by myself and plants
are selected for good flower count, bloom size,
petal shape, color, length of bloom period and all
around vigor of the plants. Parent plants are selected from hundreds of potential seedlings
raised in our lab and over the course of 2½
years, we begin linebreeding by selecting the
best mother plant, raising up to a thousand offspring and selecting out several of the best specimens. Then we cross these with anotherline red
species of Bletilla, the total process taking about
5 years. The best plants from this breeding work
can be cloned or sometimes the cross can
provestable enough, showing uniformity and
readiness for sale. If plants are cloned they can
be bloom size in about a year or so.” “A very versatile species, Bletilla makes a great companion
plant to hosta and other shade to half shade loving perennials and annuals.
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Brown Patch

in your Lawn

By Mallory Kelley
Regional Extension Agent
Home Grounds, Gardens, Home Pests
Brown patch is a serious disease on home
lawns across Alabama and it seems to be very
common right now, especially in our urban landscapes. If you are in an area getting the feast of
afternoon showers you could be seeing brown
patch starting in your lawn. The phone calls
have been pouring in so I thought this information would be timely.
Brown patch outbreaks occur on St. Augustine
grass, zoysia, centipede and tall fescue, but can
also be found on Bermuda. This fungal disease is almost always tied to excessive or late
use of nitrogen along with several days of
cloudy wet weather (especially afternoon showers) and high humidity.
Any lawn can be subject to brown patch damaged when hot, wet summer weather is occurring. In the Gulf Coast counties, brown patch
often appears during warm spells anytime from
late fall to early spring. Further north, this disease is usually seen just before the first frosts in
the fall and shortly after green-up in the spring.
Brown patch first appears as small brown areas
a few inches in diameter. These patches quickly
increase in size and merge together, forming
large patches of damaged turf. On St. Augustine, these patches may reach 20 feet in diameter. Damage is often worse on shaded lawns.
Good management often helps prevent outbreaks of brown patch. Never water your lawn in
the late afternoon. This water remains on the
blades of grass throughout the night giving the
fungi lots of time to multiply and grow into a
problem. Watering first thing in the morning is
best so the sun is able to dry up the water on
the blades very quickly. Also apply low rates of
nitrogen fertilizers monthly through the growing
season. Avoid fertilizing St. Augustine grass,
zoysia grass and centipede grass with high
rates of nitrogen shortly after spring green-up
and do not apply high rates of nitrogen to tall
fescue in the summer.

To speed evaporation of dew, prune trees and
shrubs to increase sunlight penetration and increase air circulation. In addition, dethatch your
lawn to prevent the buildup of thatch if needed,
but if you are mowing your lawn on a regular
basis there should never be a thatch problem.
Preventative fungicide of home lawns is usually
unnecessary. Routine applications should only
be considered on lawns damaged by brown
patch year after year. Otherwise, spot-treat
damaged areas after symptoms are first seen.
Make several fungicide applications with Immunox or Banner Maxx to those areas every 7
to10 days to prevent further spread of the disease.
For more information on brown patch and its
control, ask your county Extension agent for circular ANR-492, "Controlling Brown Patch on
Warm-Season Turfgrasses.”
" Source: Dr. Austin Hagan, Extension Plant
Pathologist with the Alabama Cooperative Extension System”
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Garden in the Park- Saturday, May 9th
By Kelly Haynes

An annual Spring event held in Opelika’s Municipal Park, this is
the main fundraiser for Keep Opelika Beautiful, under the leadership of Tipi Miller, Executive Director. Garden in the Park is designed to be a free, fun, family affair with over 50 art vendors, 12
food vendors, a petting zoo, and bounce houses. Art vendors
can only sell handmade or home grown items. Entertainment
throughout the day featured many groups of Opelika school children of all ages in full costume, singing, dancing, and playing instruments. Even the tortoise, goat, and camel from the Farmer
Brown Petting Zoo had on stage moments!
Lee Co. Master Gardeners have had an educational booth at
Garden in the Park for the past five years. Fifteen Master Gardeners talked to people about gardening and gave out informational material from the Lee Co. Extension Office. Adults were
interested in lawn care, roses, hydrangeas, and azaleas. Children liked the handouts on snakes, spiders, birds, and butterflies.
The advantages of native plants were stressed, as well as the
Master Gardener Helpline, the AL Cooperative Extension website
(aces.com), and the local Extension Office as resources. Sign-up
was available for both the Master Gardener Volunteer Program
and the Friends of Master Gardeners program.
A record 4,000 people visited the park, and Master Gardeners
were busy all day. Fifty-five of the youngest children were given
a petunia with pictures of how to plant it. Budding gardeners had
big smiles and something to share with their mom on Mother’s
Day!
Local Entertainment
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Grandma’s Garden
By Linda Nowlin

By nature cottage gardens can be a bit
messy and a bit surprising as they develop
over the years. The volunteers at Grandma's
Garden have attempted to contain the messiness and have been continually delighted by
the surprises in our garden. After aggressively trimming back many of the plants early this spring, it is amazing to see the flowers that bloom during June and July.
Two wonderful specimens growing in
Grandma's Garden are giant coneflowers
(rudbeckia maxima) and Crinums. Neither of
these old fashioned beauties can be ignored
or put in a small space.
Rudbeckia maxima adds a sculptural element to gardens. Its tall stems reach
from 3 to 6 feet and are topped with yellow
petals positioned around an upright
cone. Maxima's smooth gray green leaves
spread out next to the ground adding another level of texture and interest.
This easy going perennial can take full sun
to part shade.
Crinums , often called Crinum lilies , are
actually members of the amaryllis family. They are the biggest of all bulbs with
some varieties growing to be 4 feet
tall. Their foliage appears to get tangled and
their huge flowers are amazing. I like to
think of Crinums as someone's big old Aunt
Bertha. You just have to love them.
These showy flowers grace the yards of
several historical homes in the Lochapoka
area. Our Crinums were dug from a roadside
ditch and brought into Grandma's Garden. They thrive in full sun and reappear
each summer.

Crinum in Grandma’s Garden

Rudbeckia Maxima
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Wolffia Anguste
Quarterly Quote

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Known as Watermeal or Duckweed, this free
floating aquatic plant produces the world's smallest flower. It has no stem or leaves and produces flowers speedily, usually within 30-36 hours.
Wolffia is a genus of 9 to 11 species which include the smallest flowering plants on Earth.
Commonly called watermeal, these aquatic
plants resemble specks of cornmeal floating on
the water. Wolffia species are free-floating thalli,
green or yellow-green, and without roots. The
flower is produced in a depression on the top
surface of the plant body. It has one stamen and
one pistil. Individuals often float together in pairs
or form floating mats with related plants, such as
Lemna and Spirodela species. Most species
have a very wide distribution across several continents. Wolffia species are composed of about
40% protein, about the same as the soybean,
making them a potential high-protein human
food source. They have historically been collected from the water and eaten as a vegetable in
much of Asia.
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Master Gardener Profile
Lane Sauser — Lane’s Woodland Paradise

The back garden at the Sauser’s
features a layered canopy that
shelters paths winding through
plantings with various textures,
shades of green and soft-colored

Atlanta natives William and Lane Sauser were duly impressed with the large number of hardwoods
on a lot in Asheton Park that in 1995 they selected for their new home in their second move to Auburn. Their front yard, originally furnished with a typical contractor starter landscape, now features
an island with azaleas, ‘October Glory’ red maples and dogwoods. Colorful plantings of coleus and
begonias grace the front near the entrance steps.
The backyard was a shady woodland with gazebo to which Lane has added ferns, hostas and Japanese maples over the years. A 1997 trip to Japan piqued her interest in these beautiful trees, and
she has planted more than 15 in her yard.
As Lane’s retirement from Auburn University approached in 2012, she started forming ideas for improving the landscape and hired Creative Habitats’ Renee Thompson to design and create rooms in
the backyard. The firm added a stone wall, and Lane designed a gate as entrance to the backyard.
A patio was redone in a circular pattern with pavers as setting for a table and chairs.
By the gate from the driveway Lane planted agapanthus and hydrangea flanking Japanese maple,
‘Purple Pixie’ loropetalum and annuals. Clumping mondo grass randomly placed near the large
stepping stones lends an air of naturalness.
Through the gate and up to the left is the Secret Garden. There, an Eagle’s Claw Japanese maple
in a blue pot greets visitors to the small cozy space with a bench enclosed by rhododendron, fatsia,
azaleas and autumn fern.
The patio extending out from the den is sheltered under the arms of a large sculptural Japanese
maple hung with bird feeders that draw activity visible from the kitchen and breakfast room windows. At the tree’s base healthy holly fern surround a birdbath, along with mahonia, hosta, azaleas,
hydrangeas and autumn fern in the adjacent beds.
Further back in the yard, accessed by large stone steps, is the gazebo. A stone grilling area was
added next to the wood structure, which houses a seating area, surrounded by hosta, heuchera,
fatsia, hydrangeas, Carolina jasmine and container plants.
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Lane’s Woodland Paradise—continued
Tucked in the trees and grounds are bird feeders, birdhouses and small sculptures including a copy
of Savannah’s “Bird Girl” made famous on the cover of “Midnight in the Garden of Good and Evil.”
Camellias and magnolias define the back fence.
Lane’s favorite colors are blue and chartreuse found throughout the backyard in the hydrangeas,
agapanthus, hostas, sweet potato vine and creeping jenny among other plants she has added to the
mix over time. While Lane, a class of 2013 Master Gardener, does most of the maintenance work,
Bill serves as her “grumpy garden helper.”
The backyard has a full canopy of hardwoods and an understory of dogwoods and Japanese maples, magnolias and river birch. At night the area is transformed into a fairyland with up lighting.
Even the wall fountain is magically lit with dramatic lighting that plays against the brick wall.

Photo by Bill Sauser

Above: Lane poses beside snowflake hydrangeas that also sport one of her favorite colors,
chartreuse.

Upper Left: A French drain by the right side of the front yard
solves drainage problems and provides a damp spot for two 15-year
old dawn redwoods shown at right behind the sycamore
Lower Left: Stone steps with interspersed clumping Mondo grass
lead to the back yard from the driveway. Agapanthus and hydrangeas
welcome visitors.

Above: Backyard visitor.
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Lane’s Garden Album

Upper Left: Eagle Claw, the small thread leaf maple in a blue pot by the entrance to the
Secret Garden in Lane’s homage to Auburn University. It turns vibrant yellow/gold in the fall.

Lower Left: The wall fountain, whose soothing sounds can be heard from all corners of
the garden, takes on a dramatic glow from up lighting at night.
Top Right: Low, stacked-stone walls define some of the beds, such as this one with white and
green-edged caladiums in contrast to the green backdrop. Note how the Japanese maple adds a
subtle burnished glow to the woodland setting.
Lowe Right The large 20-year old Japanese maple serves as a natural umbrella over part of the
patio furnished with table and chairs for outdoor dining.
Far Right: The gazebo offers a restful spot to sit, read a book and listen to the birds in the
garden. A stonewall enclosed grill area was added later.
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The Giving Garden

Potpourri

At Kreher Preserve and Nature Center
The garden provides fresh vegetables for
the AUMC Food Pantry. serving approximately
80 families each week.
The KPNC offers the garden location, seeds
and supplies needed. In addition to planting,
upkeep, harvesting and delivering (to the Food
Pantry). This is done by the many faithful volunteers from Master Gardeners and AUMC.

Many thanks to Master Gardener Gene Galloway, Susan Peterson, Jane Bell and Margaret
Holler as well as AUMC members Wendy
Cleveland, Amy Hayworth and Gabi Darch.

For those who know him—Chuck Brown was
actively involved in the recent Tallapoosa 4-H
Kayak Kamp held on Sandy Creek near Dadeville. He looked well and certainly seems to be
enjoying his retirement.
At Kiesel Park there are blueberries ripe for picking.
Weeding an general maintenance continues.
Please remember to wear sunscreen and other
protection from the sun.
If you would like to visit or share some volunteer
hours in the gardens, I can be available to join
you there. If you want to learn more about growing vegetables with companion plants, contact
Adrian Boone at 334 727-6728.
June 3, 2015 meeting:

Twelve heirloom varieties of sweet potatoes planted
in recycled plastic bottle "Root Pouches"

William and Peggy Cureton were given a warm
welcome at our . William, aka Captain Compost,
entertained the audience of 40 members and
friends while sharing his principals of gardening
naturally through recycling and assuming responsibility for our earth. The Captain uses his
expertise in biological, chemical and thermodynamic reactions to create an amazing compost product. He touched on a variety of techniques that maximize the decomposition of materials to create nutrient rich compost. There
were books and bags of compost for purchase
after the lecture for those wishing to take a little
bit of his bounty home.

Sweet potato slips were donated by Betsy Jordan, Master Gardener and director of the "4-H
History Seekers" who meet at Pioneer Park, in
Lochapoka

Captain Compost loading his finished product
Picture from his website:

www.captaincompostalabama.com
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